
Appendix E

Comments for Licens¡ng Application PREM/03567/001

Application Summary

Application Number: PREM/03567/001

Address:49 Town Street Farsley Pudsey LS2B sHX

Proposal: Premises Licence - New Application

Case Officer: Mr Shaam Amin

Customer Details

Address:

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Society

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

CommentT:48 PM on 16'Feb 2015 I am writing to object to the above mentioned application, as I

feel that we have enough outlets selling alcohol in the village of Farsley.

We already have issues with anti'-social behaviour from teenagers in the area, loitering and

drinking in the park and hanging around outside the Co-op. And I feelthat this proposalwould

provide somewhere else for them to congregate, especially as there are benches next to the shop

We have a 24 hour Asda, ten minutes walk away from the village, selling alcohol. And as well as

the Co-op, we have Cellar 28, which is not only three doors up from the Post Office, but is

specifically an off licence. The lady who owns it is still building her business and this application

will definitely impede on the growth of her business.

Parking in Farsley is very limited at the best of times, but this problem would increase if the Post

office were to extend its hours to sell alcohol. There are two restaurants opposite the Post Office

and the Conservative club next to it, with no designated parking for any of them.

The high rise flats behind the Post Office, Marsden Court, houses a lot of elderly people. Access is

needed at all times for emergency vehicles. No amount of double yellow lines will stop people

abandoning their cars, to go and buy alcohol.

I am all for tocal business, but I feel this proposal is not in the best interests of our community.



Amin, Imtishaam

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

25 February 2015 L9:37

Farsley post office 49 town street ls28 5hx

Licence nu prem/035 67 lOOt

Dear Mr Amin

As regards to the above prem¡ses I am totally against this proposal on first count we already

have enough licenced premises and know this is not under the criteria why is beyond me but
the col}ncil make the rules, as the other objectives are cr¡me, public nuisance etc .

At the rear of the above prem¡ses we have a block of flats which is occupied by elderly
people and with this business hoping to open t¡ll 10.30 every night I can see a problem with
young people congregating on benches to the left of the property causing a public nuisance

and distress to the residents and surrounding area . farsley as already had its fair share of antisocial

behaviour and this will not help I hope you will come with your colleagues and take a good look at our

village before making your decision ,please do not spoil what we have in farsley.

Regards


